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Inside The Storm..
 
The more i thought about you, the more i wanna keep myself away..
I wanna disappear from it all..
I wanna be invisible..
 
And it hurts me a lot, its like I've given myself scars that are just waiting to
heal..
My blood is cold and you my opposite.. I just wish you knew, the only difference
between your scars and mines is that they are just deeper...
 
Mines have healed slowly over time.. But scars never go away..
 
We wear the scars of our wars just to show them that we are survivors of our
own pain..
 
You were my salvation.. And with you my life will end..
 
So say your last goodbye and kiss me goodnight,
and I'll pray that i never see you again..
 
By: Felix Ceballos
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Our Scars.. My End..
 
The more i thought about you, the more i wanna keep myself away..
I wanna disappear from it all..
I wanna be invisible..
 
And it hurts me a lot, its like I've given myself scars that are just waiting to
heal..
My blood is cold and you my opposite.. I just wish you knew, the only difference
between your scars and mines is that they are just deeper...
 
Mines have healed slowly over time.. But scars never go away..
 
We wear the scars of our wars just to show them that we are survivors of our
own pain..
 
You were my salvation.. And with you my life will end..
 
So say your last goodbye and kiss me goodnight,
and I'll pray that i never see you again..
 
By: Felix Ceballos
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The Illusion..
 
The thought of being alone never really scared me..
In a way it may have made me stronger..
Even tho i fear those shadows on the wall, they are actually very friendly..
Crazy? maybe!
 
But thats my life.. I wont change it.. no.. I cant change it..
 
You were part of that illusion, yeah.. The one that blinded me..
You were everything that made everything else in my life look like hell..
You were love, and tho you didn't know.. You were happy..
 
But in time I began to look different, act different, i began to be different..
To your eyes.. Well you couldn't see me.. Because i was your illusion..
Yeah.. The one that blinded you..
 
And so we lived our lives away from each other, and we've learn to love others..
 
While we suffered in secret..
 
By: Felix Ceballos
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